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TO SACRIFICE OR NOT SACRIFICE
THIS IS THE PROBE-LEMMA

How, an important and technical text as yìjīng could be miscopied, is for me an enigma.
Such errors just negate (wow) the 'freestanding' of a 'buried' manuscript showing me nothing but a ritual object.

But I'm a real lonely fond reader, with a certain 'Mr. Hyde' virtual counterpart. 

So, at first, nothing I'm able to do, with Mr. Shaughnessy claim that in 益 yì mǎwángduī manuscript hexagram: 
“for  亨 hēng 'to offer' the received text read 克 kè  'to be able to', the manuscript apparently representing a 
miscopying”1.

Here follows the latter phrase, in mǎwángduī 益 yì  hexagram at line 2  (characters 8th to 10th): 

弗亨回

and its 'received' version:

弗克違

I have Liu Dajun transcription2, but gets the same result as above.

Obviously, differences arise in last characters of each phrase too, 回 huí and 違 wéi, but they are not only 
phonologically related in old chinese reconstuction ( [ɢ]ʷə[j] / [ɢ]ʷˤəj )3, they're also variants characters each 
other (according to hànyǔ dà zìdiǎn), here sharing the meaning of “to disobey > deflect”(Shaughnessy).

Slowly, the miscopying-theme becomes more and more powerful and Richard Alan Kunst adds fuel to the fire 
writing about 反卦 fǎn guà relation : “The connection of such adjacent related hexagrams is usually through 
common language in the line texts of the adjacent pair which are attached to the same line in a hexagram sign 
and its mirror image.”4

Wonderful coincidence I thought of the following:
損 sǔn hexagram, at line five (characters 8th to 10th) in received text: 弗克違 while in mǎwángduī: 弗克回.

Kunst too, otherwise, gives again the same 克 / 亨 version in his mǎwángduī appendix5

This little lemma-game drives me to a better conclusion: have I looked at the original mǎwángduī text? 
As a reader I do the job, reading and asking my companions: find the difference! 

If               in 41.5 is transcribed as 克,why      should be 亨 in 42.2 (in the light of fǎn guà relationship too)? 
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NOTES

1. Edward Shaughnessy: I Ching, the Classic of Changes, p.321 (note 3); 1983

2. in Wang Dongliang: Les Signes et Les Mutations;1992. Quite the same avalaible at: 
http://zhouyi.sdu.edu.cn/wenxianziliao/20051222liudajun.htm 

3. Baxter-Sagart Old Chinese reconstruction avalaible at: 
http://ocbaxtersagart.lsait.lsa.umich.edu/BaxterSagartOCbyMandarinMC2014-09-20.pdf

4. Richard Alan Kunst: The Original YIJING,p.35; 1985 (UMI avalaible Dissertation)

5. Kunst, cited, p.611

6. Original mǎwángduī characters from: 楚竹書《周易》研究, chapter 第五節 馬王堆漢墓帛書中所見

《周易》; 2006 (thanks to Harmen Mesker)
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